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CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

Chairman’s corner

W

by Paul Sherry

hat is the definition of a volunteer?
Cambridge Dictionaries Online states – ‘a person
who does something, especially helping other people,
willingly and without being forced or paid to do
it…’
As all of you probably know, PPL/IR Europe is run by volunteers.
No one who participates in the Board or the Executive Committee
(ExCo) receives any formal payment and many of those who participate
in the running of the organisation and the many and varied meetings
that are organised often conveniently ‘forget’ to submit legitimate
expense claims. Some also make significant contributions by gifts of
equipment, which they have purchased for use by PPL/IR Europe. All
give up a lot of their time to promote the aims and objectives.
At the recent ExCo meeting, kindly hosted by Martin Robinson
at AOPA headquarters in Victoria, a number of wish list items were
discussed. The top two were:
1.
2.

The updating of the PPL/IR Europe Book ‘European Instrument
Pilot’
The development of a PPL/IR Europe YouTube channel

To deliver both of these we will need some help. Indeed I will go
so far as to say that without some additional help and support from the
membership neither will probably happen.
‘European Instrument Pilot’ (EIP) was originally published in
2008. Looking through the authorship, I see a list of 16 people who
contributed to the book. Whilst some have moved on to pastures new,
many are still active members some eight years later. Some are on
ExCo and are also Board members. The book is divided into 4 sections
– Pilot Training, Aircraft Selection, Operational Matters and Touring.
A notable proportion of what is written remains valid but it is also
true that there have been some substantive changes since publication.
So ExCo agreed, in principle, that it is time for an update. Much
discussion then ensued on both ‘how’ and ‘who’? There is also the
‘what’ (should be included) to consider.
On the ‘how’ side it was broadly agreed that the next edition should
probably be in an electronic rather than paper format. Wikipedia, like
many other internet phenomena, has rather taken over the world and
there was a broad feeling that the updated edition of EIP should
reflect these changes. The advantage would be that the ‘wiki’ format
would gradually allow the text to be updated in line with the constant
evolution that we see within the regulatory framework under which
we operate, as well as the technical changes that we experience in the
aircraft in which we fly. When EIP was first drafted in the years leading
up to 2008, the classic Garmin 430 had only been launched a few years
earlier. The Cirrus, fitted with the then revolutionary Avidyne Primary
Flight Display (PFD) and Multifunction Flight Display (MFD), was
the new kid on the block and most of us were used to the traditional
six pack of standard instruments. Tasks such as successfully getting
an approved IFR routing through the Eurocontrol system were a black
art, often taking more than an evening and accompanied by much
wailing and gnashing of teeth.
But times have moved on. Whilst the basic psychomotor skills and
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aeronautical decision making involved with instrument flight have
not hugely changed, the tools we use and the technology fitted to the
aircraft we fly definitely have. We now have online flight planning
systems that can produce and file a Eurocontrol approved route in a
few seconds, along with a complete briefing to include AIP approach
plates. Increasingly sophisticated panel mounted avionics have, used
properly, improved our situational awareness. The touch screen tablet
has, for many, revolutionized how we manage our flights – before,
during and after. We have affordable satellite downlink systems to
bring weather radar, winds aloft and METARs/TAFs right into the
cockpit in real time. In fact, in some ways, it has never been easier
to fly IFR and that is a message we want to openly share with our
colleagues in aviation who have yet to experience the utility of being
able to confidently handle both IFR and IMC flight operations in GA
aircraft.
So it is time to update EIP to reflect these changes and what
we need is a managing editor to encourage/cajole/persuade other
members of PPL/IR Europe to come up with the content. That person
does not have to write it all, nor manage the wiki website - we have
two very capable people, Timothy Nathan and Steve Lupton, who can
help with that. But we do need someone who perhaps has a little time
on his or her hands, may relish the challenge and would like to make
a contribution to the organisation. Enthusiasm and some organising
ability would be welcome.
The same goes for our thoughts regarding a PPL/IR Europe
YouTube channel. The price/performance ratio of small video cameras
has progressed hugely in the last five years; it is now relatively
straightforward and not too expensive to fit more than one camera
in our cockpits to capture the wonderful experience of flights to
interesting places and through interesting conditions. It is also possible
to record ATC communications with the right connections. Some of
our members may have logged onto the Forum recently and seen
posted videos from members Simon Horwood (Fairoaks to Newquay),
Sjoerd Jan de Weller (Fairoaks to Le Touquet) and John Shannon
(Gloucester to Guernsey). I believe this is another technology that we
need to promote the utility of general aviation IFR flight.
If we can start to develop this capability, then I foresee opportunities
to promote instrument flight as an enabler to use a GA aircraft for what
Jim Thorpe has described as meaningful travel. It could also assist in
advertising what we do in our organisation. We can show those who
might be hovering on the edge of making this commitment that it is
not necessary to be a ‘sky god’ to get an IMCR/IR(R) or an IR (though
some of us may like to believe otherwise!). Whilst it does require a
commitment, it is certainly not unachievable and a series of short
videos, uploaded to the internet and thus widely available, would do
no harm.
Are you that person (or persons) who might be able to help with
either of the above? If so then I would like to hear from you. I will be
raising this topic again at the AGM in May.

Paul
Sherry
Chairman – PPL/IR Europe
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EVENTS

Events
Aero Expo Friedrichshafen
Wednesday 20th to Saturday 23rd April 2016
PPL/IR Europe will be in our regular location in Hall A5 Stand 533. This year the team consists of Timothy Nathan,
Steve Hallas, Julian Scarfe, Alan South and Paul Sherry, ably assisted by our local man on the ground Ben Hines.
As ever we extend a warm welcome and the offer of a hot drink and some refreshment to anyone attending.

Spring Meeting and AGM
Saturday 14th May 2016 at Cranfield (EGTC)
We all owe a vote of thanks to Stephen Dunnett for skillfully re-negotiating the arrangements when the air traffic
side of the operation threatened to scupper his carefully laid plans by imposing a huge surcharge for aircraft
arrivals on the day.

Aero Expo Sywell
Friday 1st July to Sunday 3rd July
Sali Gray is coordinating this and, as ever, we depend on volunteers to make it all happen.

Luxembourg Weekend Fly Out
Friday 15th to Sunday 17th July (provisional)
Our new meeting secretary, Colin Williamson, is in the process of researching a PPL/IR Europe visit - more
information to follow soon.

Crew/Cockpit Resource Management (CRM)
Saturday 24th September
A third seminar – back by popular demand. Colin Williamson is in the process of firming up arrangements to be
hosted by John Dale at Hawarden (EGNR). Those who have attended this day, facilitated by a professional CRM
instructor, have attested to how thought provoking the presentation and subsequent discussion can be. Come ready
to have your ADM (Aeronautical Decision Making) challenged.
The airport is also the manufacturing base for Airbus wings. We are looking into the possibility of organizing a
tour of the factory on the Friday with an overnight stay locally for those who might be interested.
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EDITORIAL

Editorial

I

n the members’ aircraft series, Charles
Atha tells us about his Generation
Three SR22. Views differ on Cirri flying
characteristics; some pilots love them while
others abhor them. What is in no doubt is
that the Klapmeier brothers in designing the
Cirrus aircraft have revolutionised modern
GA aircraft design, flying comfort and safety
with innovative features which directly or
indirectly have benefitted us all.
The last of the three cockpit weather
articles appears in this edition. Jim
Thorpe’s article is on radar. Usually found
only in twins and higher end complex single
engined aircraft, Jim confirms the view of
at least some of the Editorial Board that
there are certain “black art” features in
the acquisition and interpretation of weather
radar information. However, there is little
doubt that in some circumstances, it provides
the best real time weather avoidance data
particularly as the old green cathode ray
tubes are now obsolete and most radars can now
be interfaced with modern MFD units for data
display. The stormscope has been mentioned in
earlier articles but has not been separately

[Type text]

featured. Ideally, cockpit weather should be
a mix of real time radar; recent rainfall and
IR satellite pictures and stormscope data
but what if you can only choose one or two
sources? We can foresee much scope for debate
on the various merits of each; something for
the forum perhaps?
David Chambers concludes his article on
the future of satellite navigation and the
potential enhancements becoming available
to basic GNSS. We can only hope that the UK
will eventually catch up with its European
neighbours in the adoption of these. In the
“Weekenders” series, Anthony Bowles tells
of a fathers’ and sons’ spring outing to
Germany.
However, our anchor article in this Spring
edition of Instrument Pilot is a narrative
by Roger Dunn of his sixty years as a pilot.
What changes Roger has seen in his sixty years
of experience and how well he has adapted to
them. Reading his article, the only element of
instrument flying that Roger has not covered
are the old audio instrument range approaches
but perhaps even these were obsolete by the
time that Roger started to fly. Roger was
a founder member of PPL/IR Europe and for
many years, was a stalwart committee member
negotiating on our behalf with the CAA and
other regulatory authorities. In recognition
of his contribution, he was awarded honorary
membership a few years ago. Roger celebrated
his 80th birthday recently and we wish him at
least a few more years of happy flying.
Anthony Bowles
Phil Caiger
Graham Whittle

Specialists in Instrument Flight Training

ICAO to EASA IR Conversions
Competency Based IR
En-Route IR
SEP & MEP Class Ratings
IR Revalidations & Renewals
PA46 Revalidations & Renewals
Modern EFIS equipped Piper fleet
EASA appoved simulator
CAA Initial IRE on staff
Location: Chester
Tel: +44 (0) 7801 145 644
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March 2016

New Members
PPL/IR Europe extends a warm welcome to new and rejoining members
Nicholas Morland
Tim O’Connor
Joel Tobias
Oliver Butler
Peter Jackson
Ivan Carlens
Russ Green

EGLD
ZZZZ
EGCB
EGTB
ZZZZ
EBOS
EGBP

UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
Belgium
UK
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Spring Meeting and
AGM
Date: 14 May 2016
Location: Cranfield Airport EGTC
Venue
The Spring meeting will be held in the Cardington Suite, Mitchell
Hall, Cranfield Airport. Cranfield airport is part of the Cranfield
University campus, and Mitchell Hall is a short walk groundside.
There is good (free) carparking beside the conference venue. If
arriving by air, a full briefing document will be sent about 1 week
prior to the meeting.

Programme (provisional - the final programme will
be updated as soon as details are confirmed)
Presentations have so far been invited from senior EASA
management on the implementation of the SESAR European
open skies, and on aviaition medical matters with the CAA chief
medical officer, with additional, safety, regulatory and other
reports from members.
10:00
11:00
11:30
12:15
12:45
13:45
14:45
15:30
15:45
16:00

Registration, tea and coffee
LPV for UK GA aerodromes - progress to date
Ed Bellamy (PPL/IR Europe ExCo).
The Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR)
project
Robin Garrity (SESAR Joint Undertaking).
The new EASA Basic Regulation – a better future for
GA
Julian Scarfe (PPL/IR Europe ExCo).
Buffet Lunch
Medical issues for the private pilot
Sally Davies (Chief Medical Officer, CAA).
IR renewals from the examiner’s perspective.
John Dale (IRE, PPL/IR Europe ExCo).
Afternoon tea
AGM
Paul Sherry, PPL/IR Europe Chairman
End of meeting

Fees
Registration fees: £35/€45 per person, to cover room rental, tea/
coffee buffet lunch and speaker travel costs.
Invoices will be sent by email in due course, requesting
payment by PayPal, so as to avoid delays collecting payments in
cash on the day.
There will be a flat rate charge of £20 per aircraft including
landing fees, day and overnight parking charges, which will be
collected electronically with your registration invoice (or payable
in cash on the day).
Free car parking is available directly in front of the conference
venue.

Registration
https://www.pplir.org/eventsnew/
event/35/Spring-Conference-2016
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COCKPIT WEATHER

Cockpit Weather - Part 3
Weather Radar
by Jim Thorpe

I

owned a radar equipped aircraft for about three years and while
I could display nice coloured patterns on the PFD, the honest
truth is that I did not really understand what I was doing.
There is some excuse for this. The advice one gets from fellow
pilots, books and indeed the manufacturers’ handbooks is to
varying degrees outdated, contradictory, impractical and just plain
wrong. From this, the reader will be clear that I make no claims to
being an expert but I can perhaps help other pilots make their own
judgements. In very simple terms, let us think of radar as a torch
scanning ahead of the aircraft looking for the reflections that come
from rain drops. For the altitude and speeds we are interested in,
we can forget about the curvature of the earth. Let us also assume
a modern radar which is gyro stabilised so we can forget about
the beam pointing in funny directions when climbing or banking.
While we are forgetting things, let us also ignore ground mapping
and tilting the beam way up to estimate the cloud tops. Rain itself
is not dangerous. The assumption is that there is a relationship
between rainfall and turbulence. The radar displays rainfall
intensity generally using five colours. The validity of this critical
assumption will need further consideration.
The bulk of existing literature is written from a US airline
perspective. This introduces certain issues irrelevant to us. We are
unlikely to be troubled by the risk of being at FL400 and pointing
the beam too far up thus looking over the top of dangerous
weather. The literature often proposes quite time consuming
ways of operating on the basis that the PNF in a two crew cockpit
devotes a lot of time to radar interpretation. This is obviously
useless for single crew. Other assumptions are more subtle. They
base their analysis on an average freezing level of 15,000ft. Think

Texas in the summer, not Yorkshire in the spring. I will return to
this point. Since their groundspeeds are high, they want to look
further ahead and as the antenna may be bigger their beam width
may be greater. Actually my radar, an Allied signal RDR 2000 has
a 12 inch antenna, which is about as large as GA aircraft get and
produces a beam 8 degrees wide. It will also scan in the vertical
plane so one can take a cross section through a cell but again this
process takes significant pilot involvement.
The critical adjustment available to the pilot is the ability
to tilt the beam up and down and doing this correctly involves
understanding what is going on. A typical explanation of radar use
involves pointing the beam at the ground. In an extreme case this
fills the whole screen with reflections (clutter). If the pilot gradually
tilts the beam up, the clutter retreats to the top of the screen and if
a narrow line of ground returns are left at the top anything ahead
of them must be a return from real weather. Indeed if you can see
the weather emerge from the ground return, apparently marching
down the screen, this will fairly definitely be weather that needs
your attention.
In the literature another school of thought just points the beam
up by some magic angle. This is intuitively attractive for those
of us flying in the lower teens. We know that for weather to be
threatening, it needs vertical development. Meteorologists grade
storms according to the returns from around FL180 to FL250. I
wondered if this would be the basis of a ‘point and forget plan’
that would work for me. I really wanted to believe this but nagging
doubts were caused by Allied Signal, who had kindly provided me
with a cardboard computer to calculate tilt angle. This seemed to
regard an unreasonably high freezing level as an important factor
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COCKPIT WEATHER

Left:
Rainfall
data
download showing TS/CB
with lightning strikes.
Right: The same storm as
depicted by the onboard
weather radar on an
Avidyne MX500 MFD.
Actually, the storm is two
cells close together.
Below: Cockpit view of the
cells.

but did not explain why. I then came across
a proper explanation and it is all about
calibration. The radar manufacturer needs
some standard in order for the colour of the
returns to have some consistent relationship
to the volume of rain. This standard storm
has an assumed ‘bright band’ in which the
greatest rainfall occurs and the radar beam
needs to point at this area if the colours
of the returns are to be calibrated. This
band is thought to be about 8000ft deep
starting just above the freezing level since
frozen water gives low or minimal returns
compared with water in its liquid state.
Thus we can at last understand the
problem. We can point the beam up a little
and at piston aircraft levels, say FL100 to
FL180, we are unlikely to look over the
storm and any returns we get will almost
certainly be weather we would wish to
avoid. If we adopt a sensible tilt angle at
the ranges we are interested in, there need
be few ground returns since the bottom
of the beam will not intersect the earth at
all. However, the colour of the return will
not reflect the intensity of the storm as
we are not looking at the calibrated area.
I guess it is theoretically possible to have
no returns at high level when a lot is going
on lower down in the CB but I have seen no
reference to this being an issue. However,
scanning too low when flying at a low level
has caused major loss of life. The limitation
of the radar’s ability to tilt up means that at
low level it is simply impossible to shine
the beam high enough to see the dangerous
weather. Aircraft have flown though yellow
returns when on final approach that were
painting magenta at the higher levels.
Having a stormscope, downlink weather

capability and state of the art radar left me
like a teenager discovering sex. I was pretty
sure I had the necessary equipment; I had a
vague idea of its function but was clueless
about to how to use it to best effect.
It is time to move on, so based on my
own very limited experience of flying
in bad weather, here are some tentative
conclusions about what best to do at around
FL140 in Europe.
The published advice is to avoid red and
magenta returns by 20 nm going upwind
if possible. If you apply the 1 in 60 rule,
you can see that this makes for pretty large
deviations unless the heading change is
made early. In reality, at GA speeds, I
have found that if you deviate too early,
the weather you have been trying to avoid
may move or dissipate. ATC are pretty
accommodating with 10º deviations but
they do need some idea of where and when
you will be back on track. The RDR 2000
has a useful ability to show a bearing line
from the aircraft to the storm thus making
the heading change estimation easy (this
also functions to identify the location of a
vertical slice if you want to take advantage
of the vertical profile function). For these
reasons I do not feel that making tactical
decisions more than 50 or so miles ahead
is likely to work. So, if we tilt up 1º, the

centre of the beam at 50 nm will be 5,000 ft
above FL140. (Add two zeros to the range
in nm to get the height in ft); however, the
limits of the 8º beam will be just above
ground level to 35,000 ft. This means that
anything you see at that range is weather.
As it happens this is also not bad for
calibration if you believe a more realistic
European 5,000 - 8,000ft freezing level.
The radar is looking up a bit too much and
perhaps underestimating the intensity of
the rain. Ideally we would also integrate
information from other sources into our
decisions. Presumably one would not fly
without some feel for the overall weather
system and the down link may be giving
us a radar picture from many miles ahead.
At the very least it shows the METAR
colour codes for the whole route. If there
is the potential for a major re-route, landing
now or turning back, then this is the best
information source. However, I have never
had to do this in practice, since my flying
is not mission critical, so I would probably
not have set off in the first place. I have
not had a lot of success in coordinating the
other tactical tool, the stormscope, with the
radar. Obviously, if it’s magenta and there
are loads of strikes, it is time to run away.
However, the more common situation is a
yellow with a hint of red radar return with
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Below Left: The same storm as on the previous page at closer range after turning to avoid it. This would not be drawn on the weather radar because
it only scans 45º either side of straight ahead. Below Right: The weather radar showing the storm cells at closer range.

zero or few strikes or a collection of strikes without much of a
radar return. Another factor is the passenger and crew attitude
to turbulence. I have found that few pilots, myself included, are
rational in assessing risk. They tend to relate to events that scared
them early in their career. Thus some avoid fronts, some ice and
others any hint of turbulence. The later tendency is exacerbated
by the airlines who, quite reasonably in the interests of passenger
comfort, try to avoid every bounce but thus tend to ramp up the
feeling of impending doom by the constant requests to deviate. I
am quite comfortable skirting or even going through yellow and
green returns but possibly this attitude will change if I get a scare.
I have relatively little experience of the Florida afternoon kind
of thunderstorms. I am sure that the 20NM avoidance advice is
appropriate but they will be painting red and magenta.
So, with lots of caveats, here is a suggested radar strategy for
European flying in the mid teens with gyro stabilised radar. Set
the tilt to +1º and consider the 40-50 nm range. (At FL100 you
might tilt up 2º). Use the overlay on the MFD as this enables you
to clearly see the returns relative to the flight planned route. There
should be no ground returns at this scale and you are pointing at the
active part of the CB’s although your returns may underestimate
the strength of the storm. For yellow and green returns, avoid them
where possible but there is no need to make heroic efforts. If the
radar and the stormscope agree, then upgrade the yellow to red.
Red returns must be avoided by say four or five miles. If you can
confirm by inspecting the CB visually then do so but I have to say,
that most thunderstorms are very unhelpful and rarely look like the
pictures in the text books.
At very low level it is impossible to point the beam high enough
to get a really good handle on the weather. The advice is to make
your assessment about anything really dangerous when 15 or 20
miles away. That said, if you point up say 10º or more then you
will not be getting ground returns and you may be able to see and
avoid some of the heaviest rain and minimise discomfort but you
will not see any dangerous CBs at under about 7 nm. Please note
that this simplistic approach is not going to get you thorough really
serious weather or even the kind of isolated severe storms US
pilots regard as flyable with care. I have ignored the characteristic
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radar signatures of heavy hail and tornados. I have not considered
attenuation where heavy rain may absorb all the beams energy thus
hiding even worse weather just behind the first shower. However,
taken in its context, it is at least a practical understandable course
of action which has some theoretical justification.
On one occasion, I did penetrate a storm line in the USA which
was painting significant amounts of magenta. We were heading
from Florida to Nashville having abandoned our planned East
coast offshore route due to the appearance of the first potential
hurricane of the season a month early lying just off the East coast.
Initially, the more developed storms were in a N–S line located
to the west of our track and were no real threat. Ahead, there was
severe weather but we could see from the downlink radar that it
was isolated. ATC started issuing a lot of SIGMETs and we could
hear commercial aircraft running for cover. Weather data downlink
can be anything from a few minutes to 15 minutes old and this
needs to be kept in mind. There appeared to be an area of weaker
rainfall pretty much on our track so we kept going. We knew we
had an out by retreating to the south east. Throughout this incident
almost all airfields were still VFR on their METARs and it is
perhaps surprising to realise that an airfield can still be showing
VFR even though it is right under a serious storm. We were not
fooled, having had a vivid illustration of what serious rainfall
meant a couple of days before on a tourist boat trip, when we had
had to wrap towels round our heads to avoid the pain caused by
the impact of the large drops in a downpour. As we got nearer to
the gap and were able to look at it with on board radar, it became
evident that it was closing. It was also clear that the storms ahead
were becoming ordered like those to the west and were forming
a second storm line east to west across our path. The north south
line was also thickening, becoming more intense and ordered and
but the worst of this was now behind us. We asked ATC for a 90º
heading change to the west for about 30 miles to enable us to
parallel the line and look for a gap. One was vaguely visible on the
downlink and ATC also mentioned that they could see this area of
lesser returns. Since we were now paralleling the storms, our on
board radar was not of much help. The stormscope was showing
a fair amount of activity but was hard to correlate with the radar.
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When we judged we were abeam the ‘gap’
by reference to the downlink we decided
to go for it and turned north again and the
downlink picture was confirmed by the on
board radar. Not without some trepidation
and a tightening of seat belts, we penetrated
the line and in the event, experienced only
light rain and turbulence. ATC asked
for a PIREP and other commercial and
Coastguard traffic followed us. Beyond
the line the game was not over. There were
lots of isolated returns round Nashville
some of which were magenta. All this had
eroded our fuel reserves so we decided to
quit while we were ahead and diverted to a
nearby airfield where we spent the night.
I have since thought about this incident
and wondered if we took a foolish risk. I
find myself comfortable with our decision
process given the fact that there were two
experienced pilots, that we were largely
VFR on top and could eyeball some of the
weather and almost always had options.
That said, if I had known exactly what we
would face I would not have departed. I
also hope that if our capabilities had been
reduced, for example no downlink or being
single pilot, the decision would have been
different. Due to practical difficulties at the

COCKPIT WEATHER

Below: Bendix King RDR 2000 Radar installed in a pod hanging below the right wing on a PA46
Mirage. The antenna diameter on the PA46 is 10 inches.

departure airfield we did not leave with full
tanks. Although we were only 1.5 hours
from full and had just adequate reserves
in normal circumstances, in the event, fuel
was an additional pressure. On the other
hand, if we had been carrying more fuel
we would probably have decided to brave
the storms at Nashville so perhaps it was
all for the best.
If you are going to fly in some parts
of the world with any degree of utility,

you have to accept that continuing when
thunderstorms are forecast is inevitable
in the same way you fly in the UK when
freezing conditions are forecast. The sort
of technology that makes thunderstorm
avoidance easier and safer is becoming
available on portable devices so this sort
of decision process may become relevant
to more pilots in the future.
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CIRRUS SR22

Cirrus SR22

I
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by Charles Atha
have held a private pilot’s licence for the best part of the last 22 Years. I learned to fly at
Teesside Aero Club, at what is now Durham Tees Valley Airport, still known to its friends as
Teesside Airport, which at that time, had a thriving general aviation presence. I learned to
fly in a Piper Tomahawk, which, although held together with several bits of gaffer tape was
nevertheless a robust little bird, which tolerated my clumsy landings without complaint.
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I can still remember vividly my first solo in July 1993. I was
concentrating so hard that I forgot that I was actually supposed
to land and did a touch and go without a clearance! Air traffic
remained calm and just asked me to report down wind. An
incoming British Midlands 737, which was just about to intercept
the ILS, was aware of the situation and kindly volunteered to
orbit in his present position, to enable me to complete another
circuit, land and vacate the runway. I’m not sure that would
happen in today’s world!
Having obtained my PPL I went straight on and obtained an
IMC and then, encouraged by my instructor, who was by then a
First Officer for a commercial airline, commenced training for a
full instrument rating, which I obtained in July 1998. I found the

CIRRUS SR22

training for the Instrument Rating both challenging and exciting
and would certainly recommend it to anybody. It instils a certain
discipline, forces you to do things professionally and increases
safety by about tenfold. My only issue with the training and the
flight test itself is that although it teaches you to fly an NDB
approach down to minima, it does not really prepare you for
flying IFR in the real world. I was never taught how to file a
flight plan, how to get it accepted or even how to get that essential
clearance into the airways system itself. Even more crazy was
that, for many years, I had to take each revalidation test in a steam
driven Piper Warrior, which climbed at 70 knots and cruised at
100 knots. To do that in the Cirrus is at less than half power!
I shall never forget my Instrument Flight Test one afternoon
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in Leeds. Things were going well until I
was instructed to take up the hold. My
hold entry and indeed the hold itself was a
complete mess and I knew that I had failed.
I was heading outbound for the NDB
approach when air traffic instructed me to
return to the hold as the Red Arrows had
arrived. In the time it took them to arrive
and for the controller to get everything out
of the way, I had spent approximately 30
minutes flying around the hold, now quite
relaxed in the safe knowledge that I
had failed the test. Having eventually
landed and come to a halt the examiner,
to my astonishment, announced that I
had passed and that I should go and
personally thank the Red Arrows for
causing me to fly around the hold an
additional 5 times and thus demonstrate
that I could actually do it after all!
My first aircraft was a Cessna 172,
which after a couple of years, was
followed by a Piper Seneca. I enjoyed
the experience and challenge of flying
a twin but when the children grew up,
there really was no need for six seats
and I did not seem to spend too much
time flying over mountains or water. In
September 2009 I upgraded to a Cirrus
SR22T. I initially operated the aircraft
out of Bagby, in North Yorkshire, which

is a short grass strip of 600 yards prone to
water logging in the winter and not ideally
suited to a Cirrus which has small wheels
and likes plenty of tarmac. In 2013 I took
the decision to move to Wombleton - an
unlicensed airfield near Helmsley with a
hard runway. My wife and I use the aircraft
predominantly for long weekends, mainly
to Scotland, the Channel Islands and
Northern France, although we have ranged
further afield down through southern

with a built in oxygen system which is
very useful.
Virtually all our flying is done IFR,
in airways, at altitudes typically at flight
level 90. On occasions, if the winds are
right, we will climb to flight level 180
using the inbuilt oxygen system. The
system is very easy to use and you soon
forget that little piece of plastic sticking up
your nose! We check ourselves regularly
with the oximeter and it really is very easy
to operate and can make a massive
difference to your ground speed. We
once saw 270 knots on the way to
Gibraltar. At flight level 90 it will
cruise at 175 knots (TAS) and at
flight level 180, at 205 knots (TAS). It will
lean itself automatically but I tend to do it
by hand and fly by the numbers. It is just
the way I was taught! It consumes 60 litres
per hour in the cruise but you do have to
double that for the climb. There are not
many, if any, single engine pistons that can
match that.
The running costs are reasonable. I do
have it regularly and properly maintained.
If anything does go wrong I have it fixed
immediately and I do not cut any corners
or wait for the next service. It probably
costs the best part of £15,000 to £20,000
per year in maintenance, hangarage and

“it is a great aircraft. It is a joy
to both fly and operate”
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France and even as far as Gibraltar and
Majorca. There are usually just the two of
us, although occasionally we will take a
couple of friends.
The Cirrus fits our requirements
perfectly. It is fast, modern, extremely
comfortable and is a joy to fly. When I
initially purchased it, the exchange rate
was $2.05 to the pound, which made
a significant saving on the initial cost.
I took the view that the turbocharged
version was the best value and I have not
been disappointed. It has bags of power,
particularly just with two up and its
performance is exceptional. It also comes

PPL/IR EUROPE

insurance - not cheap but nevertheless, good value.
So far as the avionics are concerned, I have invested in
the Datalink Weather System. Although slightly behind real
time and not true radar, it is nevertheless extremely helpful in
avoiding serious weather and in particular, the risk of embedded
CB’s when flying IMC. The green and yellow rain areas are
fine, I keep away from anything red, and definitely avoid the
magenta bits! The additional confidence given by this system is
significant when planning a long route and really does enable you
to use the aircraft as a genuine mode of transport. There is also
an inbuilt storm scope; little zig zags appear and disappear from
time to time with a very re-assuring lady’s voice “Lightening, 12
o’clock, 5 miles”! Time to change course!
The autopilot is extremely accurate and if necessary, will fly
the aircraft down the ILS to minimums. I once tried this out for
real on an approach to Guernsey where we broke cloud, with the
autopilot still engaged, at just over 300 feet. I still get a great
thrill of satisfaction to come out of the cloud, often bouncing
around, at minima, the needles locked together and suddenly
there is the runway, dead ahead, with all the lights on! There are
not too many people who can do that.
Although my aircraft (Generation 3) is not certified for flight
into known icing it does, nevertheless, have the weeping wing
system which is reasonably effective providing you switch it on
early. The main problem is that it has a tendency to ‘block up’
if not regularly cleaned and tested. If you do not regularly clean
the leading edges, then you can sometimes find that only half of
each leading edge remain clear of ice. It is important, particularly
in winter or if going high, to literally brush the leading edge with
an old-fashioned pan scourer whilst the system is switched on
and at maximum power. This draws the fluid through the system
and is really the only way to keep it in top condition. Sometimes
it can take up to 15 minutes, leaving you to top up the tank and
contemplate the £25.00 worth of fluid that is now all over the
ground.
Having said that, it is well worth doing. The only time I have
been really frightened is when flying in icing conditions. We
were over northern France in fairly benign IMC when suddenly
everything changed. The OAT was -3ºC and we were at 9,000
feet. Within seconds we were encased in as much as an inch of
clear ice. Plenty for a gin and tonic! The airspeed deteriorated
by almost 20 knots, the windscreen was covered, the aeroplane
started giving warnings about ‘alternative air’ that I had never
even knew existed and we could just about maintain altitude at
full power. I had not even switched the system on and when I
did it was too late and completely useless. Needless to say we
came down quickly to 5,000 feet when it all suddenly melted and
disappeared as if nothing had happened. The lesson learnt was to
switch it on, early, and forget about the cost of the fluid!
The aircraft MFD also uses the Jeppesen approach plates.
This is updated every 14 days or thereabouts and is an extremely
useful piece of kit. It shows the approach on the screen and adds
a little green aircraft on top. You can either have the autopilot fly
the approach or do it yourself and use it as a check to make sure
you are actually where you think you are. Either way it is very
re-assuring and extremely accurate.
In many ways the avionics and autopilot systems are so accurate
and reliable that it is tempting sometimes not to actually fly the
aeroplane at all. There is a serious danger that you get to rely on
it so much that you reach a stage where you learn to operate as

CIRRUS SR22
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CIRRUS SR22

Left: The author and his fabulous SR22G3

opposed
to fly the aircraft.
I personally take the view
that this encourages complacency, to the
point where it could almost become dangerous. It is
important to stay in practice both by hand flying most take offs
and landings and constantly thinking and considering what to do
if the screens go blank. At the end of the day there is always the
parachute as a last resort!
The best facility of all is the Traffic Awareness System. Most
of the time we are inside controlled airspace and although I
did once fly directly under one of Mr Branson’s 747’s you do
not actually see much.
Everything changes if you
fly VFR particularly over
southern England. Flying
into the Goodwood Revival can be like the battle of Britain
itself. Aeroplanes and helicopters are everywhere and sometimes
they can be very difficult to see. The system shows you exactly
where they are, how high they are and whether they’re going up
or down! If they are within a mile and 200 feet you get a gentle
reminder “Traffic, twelve o’clock, less than a mile” Even if you
never see it, you cannot stop yourself from taking avoiding
action. It’s very useful and the only drawback is that it cannot
spot anything without a transponder. You still need to “keep a
sharp lookout” for gliders!
Although I have never had any sort of electrical failure or

indeed any sort of failure, I do sometimes wonder
quite what would happen on an instrument approach,
in IMC, bumping around two miles out when suddenly
everything goes blank and all that remains is a steam
driven air speed indicator and an old fashioned altimeter.
I think I could just about keep it straight and level, climb
away and regroup but the fact that everything, even the
standby artificial horizon, is electrically driven does,
despite the fact that it has two separate electrical systems,
leave a slight worry in the back of your mind. In my view,
this is the aircraft’s only real Achilles heel.
My only other concern is that if we are four up then
we have to compromise on fuel. The useful load is 1000
lbs which, with four adults and some baggage, does not leave
much room for any fuel. Although the aircraft can lift and carry
significantly more than this, the weight limitation is all to do with
the parachute. Such is the size of the parachute that if you do need
to use it and are over MTOW, then you come down significantly
faster and increase the risk of injury when you hit the ground.
The new Generation 5 is
almost identical in material
terms, except for the fact
that it carries a bigger
parachute and hence has a higher MTOW, which increases the
useful load. In order to stay within weight and balance limitations
it is often not possible to take off with full tanks. Having said
that, even with half tanks you have a range of the best part of 21⁄2
hours, which with a fair wind, will still stretch to 500 miles or
thereabouts. To be fair 21⁄2 hours flight time is enough for most
people anyway. The inflight facilities, Lord and Lady John, are a
little rudimentary!
All in all it is a great aircraft. It is a joy to both fly and operate,
not cheap but if you have the opportunity, then you should
certainly give it a try.

“even with half tanks you have a range of
the best part of 21⁄2 hours ... 500 miles”
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APPROACH CHART QUIZ

Approach Chart Quiz
by Graham Whittle
Wick

I

nstrument Approach Procedures (IAP)
for this aerodrome are established
outside
controlled
airspace.
Furthermore, there is no radar service.
The wind is from the east and you are
returning from a North Atlantic flight from
Iceland. You are in communication with
Wick Approach and you hear that there is
a Jetstream coming in from the south with
30 miles to run and declaring “Request
VOR approach runway 13”. The cloud is
reported at 900ft with visibility at 5000m.
1
a)
b)
c)

2

a)
b)
c)
3
a.
b.
c.
d.
4
a)
b)
c)
d)

When preparing for the approach
should you:
Slow down and wait for the Jetstream
to make its approach before you?
Speed up, request a VFR approach
because you are sure you can get in
before the Jetstream?
Stop worrying about the Jetstream
and follow the instructions from Wick
Approach?
Wick approach is keeping you at
FL50 and you want to be lower to
avoid the bumps in the clouds, do
you:
Descend; Wick Approach cannot see
you on Radar in any case?
Tell Wick approach you are
descending?
Request a decent to a specified level
above MSA?

n
io

t
a
ig

r
o
F
t

v
a
N

o
N

You are 18 DME from WIK what is
the MSA?
1800ft?
2600ft?
2000ft?
3400ft?
Wick Approach clears you for the
VOR/DME approach runway 13,
what is the MDA?
480?
1060?
530?
366?

Answers on page 25
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60 YEARS OF FLYING

Reflections on 60 Years of Private
Flying
by Roger Dunn
“Would you like to try a circuit on your own?” is the question that every pilot has been asked. He
will remember the place, the aircraft, the instructor and even the weather for the rest of his life.
The first solo is the watershed for all of us. Once this threshold is crossed, the route to the PPL is
generally assured.

I was asked this question on 11th September
1953. The place was the lovely old grass
Wolverhampton Airport with its Art
Deco clubhouse, the aircraft was a Miles
Magister and the instructor was Flt Lt
Robbie Robinson, ex bomber pilot and RAF
instructor. I was a young air cadet who
was lucky enough to have been awarded
a flying scholarship by the RAF. The total
of my flying experience was 7 hours and
45 minutes, which was about average for
the era. The start of my course followed

18
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an anxious wait through the summer. I
expected the imminent withdrawal of
parental consent.
My classmate, Geoffrey Lloyd, had
also been awarded a flying scholarship.
He started his course earlier in the year, but
had sadly fallen victim to one of the vices
of the Maggie. Geoffrey had soloed and
been sent off to practice forced landings
at a nearby disused airfield. The wind and
sun were both in the West. Whilst trying
to see the way ahead, Geoffrey had paid

insufficient attention to his airspeed. The
Maggie was unforgiving of such inattention
and Geoffrey paid for it with his life. Nasty
characteristics, such as spinning without
warning, were not uncommon in training
aircraft that were designed within 30 years
of the first powered flight. However, those
of us who learnt to fly on Maggies felt we
were much more up market pilots than the
amateurs who learnt on the gentlemanly
Tiger Moth. The Maggie cruised at 100mph
on 1900rpm, whilst the Tiger struggled to
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exceed 80mph on the same power setting
with the same Gypsy Major I. The Maggie
boasted barn door flaps and a proper
trimmer instead of a length of spring.
The first solo flight at this time really
was a first solo. The training aircraft did not
have radios and there was no comforting air
traffic controller to give you confidence.
This created a very stressful situation for
Robbie about this time. He sent a pupil on
his first solo after the usual briefing. All
seemed to go well with the approach and
landing down to about 50ft. Full power was
then applied and a go-around commenced.
On the second approach the same thing
happened. Stress levels were beginning

“What do you mean?”
“You have spent nearly an hour doing
go-arounds” said Robbie.
“You told me that if I was not satisfied
with the approach I should go-around. I
continued to go-around until my approach
was just right, then I landed”.
I do not recall the details of the
remainder of the conversation.
After some consolidation the time
came for my number 3 solo cross country.
This was to be to land at Sywell and then
Derby Burnaston. The Midlands suffered
terrible smog during the winter months and
there was a long wait. I was booked for a
Sunday morning, but fog was forecast.

saw a small break, which contained the
identification letters for Sywell. Luck was
on my side. I landed and taxied up to the
pumps for fuel. There were no other aircraft
about and nobody to be seen, but eventually
someone emerged from a hangar and
told me that all flying had been cancelled
for the day. I recall the feeling that I was
doing things that I should not be doing.
Should I abandon the flight and return to
Wolverhampton by train or should I refuel
and try and reach Derby? I decided on the
latter. If I flew all the way to Derby and
saw nothing, I would have sufficient fuel
to turn for Wolverhampton, which I knew
was clear. Fortunately, the fog cleared well

to build. After four or five approaches
all work on the airfield had stopped. The
fire engine and ambulance were at the
ready. Robbie, who was a religious man,
was seen behind a hangar praying for the
life of his pupil and probably thinking of
Geoffrey Lloyd. After the lapse of an hour
the Maggie finally made an approach and a
perfect three pointer. The pilot taxied to the
parking area to be met by a very distraught
but relieved Robbie. “What happened?” he
asked.

However, on arrival at Wolverhampton the
weather was a beautiful crystal clear winter
morning and I was authorised to go. Soon
patches of fog appeared, but at 2000ft I
was comfortably above it. My course was
working perfectly. The fog thickened until
there was a continuous blanket below. I
decided to let the watch run until I was due
to be over Sywell. If I saw nothing I would
turn and return to Wolverhampton. The
time eventually ran out and I was about to
turn through 180 degrees when I suddenly

before Derby and I arrived overhead much
relieved, until I looked down. There were
three aircraft stationary in the middle of the
field with numerous people and vehicles in
attendance. Two aircraft were very close
together. I checked the signals area for
the direction to land and found a space
that looked suitable. I crept in unnoticed
and landed. There were three crashed
aircraft on the airfield. An Auster and a
Maggie had tried to take off from different
directions and collided in the centre of the
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field, fortunately with no injuries. A cadet
in a Maggie had returned to the airfield and
seen the chaos in the field and had been put
off his landing. He held off high, a wing
dropped and an undercarriage leg passed
through the wing. There were no remaining
serviceable club aircraft.
Derby was a satellite of Wolverhampton.
After much delay I was instructed to
fly the CFI, Squadron Leader De Ath to
Wolverhampton. I often wonder how he
explained himself to Ron Paine, who was
the supremo at Wolverhampton and the
founder of BMI.

of many willing cost sharers I managed to
keep my PPL alive until Her Majesty came
to the rescue.
The private flying scene in the 1950s was
very different from today. Nose wheeled
light aircraft were almost unknown. The
only example at Wolverhampton was a
De Havilland Dove, which was thought to
be cutting edge technology. The backbone
of the club fleets was the Auster. It was
a corruption of the loveable Piper Cub,
but had the advantage for club flying
of side by side seating. The clubs were
obliged to keep Maggies or Tiger Moths

Miles Magister

In due course I completed my 30 hour
course and gained a PPL from the Board
of Trade, who dealt with such things at the
time. My last hour was due to be my first
introduction to instrument flying. I was
placed in the back seat of the Maggie and
a strange canvas contraption was placed
over my head. I recall that it was very dark
and it was difficult to see the instruments,
let alone fly the aircraft by them. Robbie
taxied the aircraft out, but for some reason
we did not get into the air. It was probably
a mag drop. My introduction to instrument
flying was to wait for several years.
What was I to do with this freshly
minted PPL? I was now completely hooked
on flying, but as a schoolboy I could not
afford this expensive hobby. My father
agreed to make a small contribution to
keep my licence current and an account
was opened with the Wolverhampton Aero
Club. Cost sharing was the solution. The
Maggie was not much good for this, so I
converted to the Auster, which had three
seats, but only 90hp. It was also cheaper at
about £2-7-6d per hour. With the assistance
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so that they could fulfil attractive Flying
Scholarship contracts from the RAF in
aerobatic aircraft. The privately owned
fleet were mainly Miles aircraft, such as
the Messenger and the Gemini, and some
war surplus Percival Proctors. There were
a few pre-war types such as the Monarchs
and Hornet Moths, but most had failed to
survive the war. The Learjet of the era was
the De Havilland Rapide. The Rapides
were generally equipped with a radio and
an ADF and seemed to be regarded as
sufficient for IFR operation.
Being mathematically inclined I became
interested in instrument flying at a young
age. I made pilgrimages to the Midland
Aero Club at Birmingham. It boasted a link
trainer with an excellent instructor, Jeep
Holmes. The mainstay of radio navigation
in the 1950s was the ADF. ILS’s did exist,
but were rare. Light aircraft capable of
using an ILS were even rarer. VORs were
similarly rare and DMEs were a long way
in the future. The stop watch and pilot
calculated ETAs were very important.
When the ADF needle changed direction

you were expected to hit the stopwatch,
immediately turn to the new heading and
make your radio call. There were few
serviceable civilian radars to assist. The
stopwatch was supreme. On the final
approach there were generally marker
beacons to correct the timing. The ADF
receivers drove radio compasses rather
than the RMIs we have today. This added
another layer of maths to the challenge.
Until the late 60’s the approach to
instrument flying outside controlled
airspace in the UK was quite different
from the present. A PPL and a knowledge
of the IFR rules were the only requirement
for cloud flying. Many gained their
instrument flying skills by trial and error.
Unfortunately, there were too many errors
and the authorities introduced the IMC
Rating in the late 60’s. It was not a piece of
enlightened legislation as often seen today.
It was a further, but justified, restriction
on our activities in the interests of safety.
Most were given their IMC Ratings by
grandfather rights but were required to
renew it after two years.
The IR was already well established
for flight in controlled airspace. The
authorities provided both the examiner and
a Dove aircraft at a very modest cost. Many
took repeated tests as a means of obtaining
cheap practice. Unfortunately this system
stopped before I was in a position to take
advantage of it.
Procedures were also very different due
to the lack of aids and civilian radar. On an
airway the radio call at a reporting point
was something like “G-AB at Daventry
at 04 at 6,000ft, estimate Brookmans Park
at 15”. Estimates were expected to be met
within quite narrow limits and they were
fundamental to maintaining separation.
The ability to perform a VDF approach
was considered important for a private
pilot. The only equipment required in the
aircraft was a radio. In the 1950’s they
were heavy, large consumers of power and
were unreliable. It was necessary to carry a
crystal for each frequency and many radios
could only accommodate five crystals.
Fortunately, many airfields used the RAF
common frequency of 117.9MHz, although
this could be very crowded.
Thanks to Jeep I acquired a high degree
of expertise in instrument flying long before
I was able to put it into practice in a suitably
equipped aircraft. Sadly, my studies with
Jeep came to an abrupt end when Jeep, like
Geoffrey Lloyd, met his end in a spinning
accident at Oxford. This time the aircraft
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was a Percival Proctor, which shared some
of the nasty characteristics of the Maggie.
I had aspirations to design and build
my own aircraft and perhaps become
a latter day De Havilland. I headed to
Bristol to study aeronautical engineering.
The University had the most marvellous
flying club. It was called a University Air
Squadron. It differed from other flying
clubs in that it paid its members instead of
the members paying the club. It had a fleet
of five new Chipmunks! My task was how
to join. I had become very short sighted
and I had been very lucky to pass the flying
scholarship medical. Flying without glasses
was now out of the question and the RAF
did not allow glasses. A little memorising
and some specially ground lenses for my
goggles did the trick and ensured that I was
safe.
The RAF instruction was first class.
We had five seasoned regular instructors
allocated to us. They took no notice of
my PPL. They started from the beginning
and completely retrained me. I was taught
to exploit the full envelope of the aircraft
including aerobatics and was regularly
required to demonstrate my forced landing
skills. I was grateful for this a few years
later when I suffered my first engine
failure. I still recall the slight elation I
experienced when the engine stopped and
I realised that I had the opportunity of
putting into practice those skills that I had
been taught.
At the end of the 50’s the ban on
imported light aircraft was lifted. The
first I flew was a Piper Tripacer, which
was purchased by the Wolverhampton
Aero Club. De-skilling the landing with
a nose wheel undercarriage was highly
controversial at the time. Probably more

Percival Provost

significant was the arrival of light and
reliable radios and navigational equipment
with the US aircraft. This made serious
instrument flying in a light aircraft a much
more practical proposition. There was also
an invasion of French wooden aircraft.
Auster Aircraft now had competition,
which it found hard to withstand. However,
general aviation entered an expansionist
phase and light aircraft proliferated.
About this time Ron Paine, the
charismatic head of Wolverhampton
Aviation and owner of the Miles Hawk
Speed 6, fell out with the Wolverhampton
Corporation and the airport lease was
granted to a local bus operator. Ted Gibson,
the volatile CFI, soon parted company with
the bus operator. He cast his eye over the
disused RAF Halfpenny Green. Soon half a
hangar was leased and I became a founder
member of Halfpenny Green Flying Club.
Sadly, Wolverhampton went into a steady
decline and was eventually closed.
I took an assistant instructor’s course
and became the Club’s second instructor.
I spent many happy weekends teaching
a variety of people to fly and eventually
graduated to full instructor status. Ted
gave me the challenging people to teach.
One I recall was Bob. He was struggling
with landing the Auster and keeping it
on the runway. I came to the conclusion
that he would never go solo. I opened
the conversation one Sunday morning by
asking him why he decided to learn to
fly. His reply came as a surprise. “I am
building myself an aeroplane and I have
nearly got it finished. I thought I would feel
a fool if I finished it but could not fly it”. I
decided that I had to succeed with Bob. He
eventually soloed and obtained his licence
and his aeroplane was delivered to the
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airfield for its first flight.
Bob wisely teamed up with a much
more experienced pilot, Tony. Tony was
amazed at how fast Bob’s aeroplane flew.
He persuaded Bob to enter the aeroplane
for the King’s Cup Air Race. He said that
the handicappers would never believe its
speed. He was right. Bob and Tony crossed
the finishing line well ahead of the second
aircraft. I was very relieved that I had not
denied Bob all that pleasure.
The Club was booming but the RAF
decided to sell the airfield and first offered
it back to the original owners. The outlook
was bleak. However, Mr Mole of Mole
Mining came to the rescue. He negotiated
a deal with the original owners to assign
their rights to him, except for a small but
critical parcel of land in the centre of the
airfield. This belonged to a lady in her 90s
who lived in Jersey and was stone deaf.
Mr Mole spent many weekends in Jersey
shouting into an ear trumpet before the deal
was completed. The future of Halfpenny
Green was secure.
I became the director of an engineering
company that owned a Bonanza. At last I
had something to fly that was fully IFR
equipped. The IR beckoned. Work also took
me to Cardiff, which was the headquarters
of Cambrian Airways. Cambrian had a well
maintained link trainer which they made
available to local flying club members.
After dinner in the hotel I repaired to the
link until 10pm. After a few trial runs I
presented myself for the test at Oxford
in a beaten up school Cherokee. It was
wet, windy and the cloud base was about
1,000ft. This was the minimum for the
examiners. I checked all the equipment
and it worked. However, after take-off the
number one radio packed up. I switched to
box two and that packed up. We were at
about 2,000ft in cloud and rain. I agreed
with the examiner that we would first try
to return to Oxford, which had no aids
apart from a VDF, which was no use to
us. I turned the aircraft onto a reciprocal.
During the turn there was a small break
in the cloud on my side of the aircraft.
At the bottom of it was Smoky Joe, the
cement factory. The examiner did not see
it. I knew the exact heading and distance to
the airfield. I flew the required number of
minutes, descended to about 1,000ft, broke
cloud and the airfield was dead ahead. The
examiner was clearly dumbfounded. When
we found another aircraft and tried again
the atmosphere in the cockpit was much
more relaxed and I secured my pass.
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Luck was also on my side when I
upgraded to a twin IR. Some years earlier,
Jim, an ex RAF jet pilot turned up at
Halfpenny Green. He had passed all his
ATPL exams but needed a type rating
before it could be issued. He thought that
an Auster would be the cheapest, but he
had never flown a tail wheel aircraft. This
was an embarrassing experience for a wellqualified and experienced pilot, but we
succeeded. Five years later at Stansted my
examiner was Captain Jim. He passed me.
I made quite good use of my IR with the
Bonanza for business and pleasure. I came
under pressure to give IR instruction due
to the lack of other IR rated instructors.
However, this was not my favourite
activity, because the instructor never gets
to fly the aircraft. On one memorable
occasion I was contacted by my friend Bill
Walker. He was an ex WWII RAF bomber
pilot and had bought a Comanche 400.
Bill had entered a transatlantic air race to
Canada, but the organisers had decided a
few months before the start that the pilots
must be instrument rated. Bill set to work,
passed the exams and failed the flying test
twice. Time was running out and he had
one more exam slot. He was desperate
for some instruction on the Stansted
procedures. He contacted me, but I was
working in Cardiff. I told him the only
way I could help was if he flew to Cardiff
in the evening, picked me up and flew to
Stansted. This was agreed but things were
delayed. We discovered that training was
not permitted at Stansted after 11pm and
we would be lucky to arrive much before
that time. Bill was adamant that he did
not require training. He wished to fly for
pleasure and recreational purposes. All that
was necessary was for the captain to have
an IR. Bill agreed to pay the fine, if a court
thought differently.
We turned up at Stansted and entered
the hold. We were advised that all training
must stop at 2300. This was acknowledged
with a simple “Roger”. Soon 2300 passed.
We continued with ILSs, NDB approaches
and holds until about midnight when we
landed. Three Land Rovers with flashing
lights descended upon us. They parked
either side and ahead so we could not
move. “Are you aware that training is not
permitted after 2300?”
“We are not training. We are two private
pilots who fly for pleasure and recreational
purposes.”
The Land Rover team withdrew and
conferred at a distance. After a while they
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returned to their vehicles and drove away.
We refreshed ourselves with coffee, took
off and continued with our holds and ILSs
before setting course back to Cardiff. I was
pleased to hear that Bill passed his IR test a
couple of days later at Stansted. He entered
the race and won a £5,000 prize.
Bill and I had a previous experience
when instrument flying skills proved
useful. We entered his earlier aircraft, the
only civil Percival Provost at the time,
in the Deutsche Aero Club international
navigation competition. We flew to Baden
Baden ready for the start on the following
morning. The weather was terrible and we
were required to fly down a series of valleys
and arrive at Altenrhein in Switzerland.
Bill and I decided that the whole thing
was far too dangerous. If the cloud was
too low, it would be too risky to turn back
and meet the other aircraft head-on. We
worked out a Plan B in case the organisers
went ahead with the event. To our surprise,
the organisers started the departures and
we were about number 6 to take-off. We
flew down the valley and found the first
check point. The cloud base descended
further and we had no wish to proceed. We
implemented Plan B. We turned off the radio
and used the great power of the Leonides to
climb out of the valley to about 10,000ft.
We turned left to a convenient NDB on the
last mountain before Lake Constance. We
let down over Lake Constance and broke
cloud at about 1,500ft. This would have
been perfectly legal and safe in the UK,
but not in Germany with their aversion to
cloud flying. The other participants flew
down the valleys, but were obliged to turn
back and passed the oncoming aircraft at
close quarters. Everyone was recalled and
counted in except for Bill and I. Meanwhile,
we were sitting down to a lunch for 200
people in Switzerland. The other guests
were still in Baden Baden. We filled the
aircraft with masses of presents given by
local manufacturers such as Badedas.
The weather cleared later and we able
to fly back to Baden Baden. How were
to explain ourselves when we arrived
in Baden Baden? We decided to be
incredulous that nobody else arrived. We
explained that the weather was like this
all the time in England, as we distributed
our largesse from Altenrhein. We were
somewhat embarrassed when at the grand
banquet in the evening we were awarded a
magnificent trophy. The trophy had never
before been awarded to a non-German
entrant. There is a sequel to this story when

the dedicated but humiliated Germans
came to England for their revenge against
Willy and his war plane.
In the mid 70’s my life changed. I had
started my own business and children
were arriving. Instructing had to stop. I
continued to fly the Bonanza for some
years, but then the company that owned
it changed hands. The new owners did not
appreciate the benefits of a non-executive
director or a corporate Bonanza. They were
not pilots. Not wishing to be distracted by
aircraft ownership, I declined to buy it at
bargain price. I would try my hand in the
hiring market. This was a mistake.
I passed an open hangar door at Biggin
and saw two Mooneys inside. Mooneys are
rare in the UK and to see two in one hangar
was unusual. Some years previously I had
flown a Mooney and been impressed by its
speed and efficiency. Whilst I was standing
and looking, I was approached by Tony of
Shipping and Airlines with a “Can I help
you expression on his face?”. I became
the owner of one of those Mooneys. It was
an M20C and full IFR equipped. It served
me well until I flew into Bournemouth
on a lovely sunny day. I was following a
Mooney M20J, which I parked next to. It
was a much more sleek machine than mine
and appeared to be in immaculate condition.
Its glamorous owner, Jacqui, emerged from
the cockpit with flowing blond hair. It was
necessary to compare notes. Jacqui was in
despair due to maintenance problems and
an apparently incurable electrical fault.
Some months later I became the owner
of a brace of Mooneys and an electrical
fault. The electrical fault was solved after a
single telephone call to the Mooney nest. A
good home was soon found for the M20C.
The J model is a much more capable
aircraft than the C model. It is 15kts faster,
has a six hour endurance, is more spacious
and retains the bullet proof un-turbocharged
Lycoming engine. Having suffered three
engine failures I attach great importance
to a solid and lowly stressed engine, unless
one carries a spare.
Twenty five years and 2,000 hours later,
G-OJAC continues to give excellent and
almost trouble free service thanks to Tony
and his team at Shipping. I hope to keep my
IR for a few more years yet and strongly
recommend it for the elderly pilot. It is the
easy way to fly once you have the right
piece of paper.
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Pink Car Rally

M

embers who have attended AGMs and/or AeroExpo
may have noticed my little pink Nissan Micra C&C
(Blossom) parked close by. A number of members
have commented over the years, the most memorable
being when I needed to leave Blossom overnight at
Gloucestershire Airport and asked a member who was based
there whether he thought she would be safe. I will
never forget the incredulous look on his face as
he said “who in their right mind would steal a pink
car?” I had thought someone might, given the right
opportunity, after all she is a ‘limited edition’! She was
made in 2006, after Nissan sponsored the Breakthrough
Breast Cancer charity and created four pink C&Cs to
take on the charity’s TLC Tour. The public response was
so great that Nissan created another 100 cars as a limited
edition and I am lucky enough to own one.
Blossom attracts attention wherever she goes. For some
reason, male car drivers always give her lots of room on
the road. Whenever I join a motorway, cars move lanes to
accommodate her. We never have problems pulling out of
junctions and she is incredibly easy to spot in a car-park, which
is helpful if I can’t quite remember where I parked her.
Once a year, Blossom takes pride of place at the front of the
Pink Car Rally. I created this annual event to raise awareness
of, and funds for, the Little Princess Charity which gives ‘real
hair’ wigs to children and young people who lose their own hair,
primarily through chemotherapy. www.pink-car-rally.com
Last August, Blossom and I were honoured to be invited to take
part in the Starlight Children’s Foundation’s ‘Popham Escape’
which is a very special party, for 800+ guests (seriously and
terminally ill children from hospitals in the surrounding area, plus
Starlight Wish children and their families) where they are given
flights in light aircraft and helicopters, and rides on hovercraft,
motorbikes & cars (including Porsche, Ferrari, Lamborghini, Rolls

Royce, Jaguar, Aston Martin to name but a few!)
Well last August they could also
choose to ride in a pink
convertible!

The sun shone all day,
enabling Blossom to be topless. She
worked solidly for 4 hours, driving on a grass
track around a massive field. We met some wonderful
families! The children were absolutely adorable. It was one of
the best 'days out' I had had for a very long time and I have been
invited back this year!
A little while after the event, I received a rather special email
from 'Jade' who managed to negotiate two rides in Blossom! Jade
is absolutely adorable and excellent company and to be honest,
I would have probably given her 100 rides around the track!
Especially as she told me that Blossom was her favourite car!
With the email was a photo and I asked her whether I was allowed
to share it. I'm pleased to say she quite likes the idea of being
famous!
Members, I would like to introduce you to the beautiful Jade,
whose smile was totally infectious and so bright that it would light
up the darkest room!
The Starlight Children’s Foundation would welcome more
light aircraft at the annual Popham Escape, so if you would
like to participate please contact Victoria Seaman, Children’s
Services Manager, DD: +44 20 7262 2881 X: #254 or email her
victoriaseaman@starlight.org.uk. This year’s event will take place
on Wednesday 10th August – perhaps I’ll see you there? I’ll be the
one in the pink car!

Sali Gray
Membership Secretary
memsec@pplir.org
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Satellite Navigation Evolution
by David Chambers

I

n my first article, I contrasted the rapid
progress of LPV approaches in the
US with the much slower adoption
of these approaches in Europe. This
article looks to the future of satellite
navigation.
Reliable and consistent satellite
navigation using GPS has become a
popular and mainstream method in our
cars, boats and aircraft. The good news
is that ongoing investment and technical
enhancements continue to improve the
precision, resilience and capabilities of
these systems.
There are four distinct aspects involved:
1. New satellites are making use of extra
frequencies
2. Satellite augmentation is increasing its
footprint and precision
3. Additional satellite constellations are
coming online
4. Receiver technology has become more
powerful and lower cost
Newer frequencies and formats
Today, civilian GPS shares the same
single frequency of 1575.42 MHz using
the L1C/A signal used by most navigation
equipment worldwide. The signal is

LPV 200 Target Service Area

affected by environmental factors such as
atmospheric conditions in the ionosphere
which can delay it by a few nanoseconds,
introducing inaccuracy and uncertainty
to the calculated position. Satellite
augmentation systems such as WAAS
and EGNOS publish correction data that
compensates and allows more accurate and
precise results.
The third generation of GPS satellites
is being launched and brought into service.
Satellites launched since 2005 support the
L2 frequency of 1227.60 MHz for nonmilitary use and provide two separate
civilian codes known as L2CM and

L2CL. As of October 2015, there were
17 operational satellites transmitting L2
signals. Full service would require at least
24, expected sometime around 2018.
Additionally, the L5 frequency of
1176.45 MHz broadcasts at higher power
and is specifically aimed for aeronautic
use. The satellites are equipped with
a completely independent datapath,
antenna, chipsets and power source for
L5, so that if L1 and/or L2 fails then
L5 should remain operational. The L5
signal is pre-operational today, broadcast
by 10 satellites, and expected to be fully
supported sometime around 2021.
A new L1C signal is being introduced
using the original 1575MHz frequency with
the original L1C/A remaining available for
backward compatibility. The new format
improves reception in more challenging
environments. This is a longer term
upgrade and will require all new satellites.
Launches of those commence in 2017 with
an estimated fully operational timeframe of
the late 2020s.
Through a technique called trilaning, the
combined use of all three GPS frequencies
could enable sub-metre accuracy without
augmentation.
Satellite Based Augmentation Systems
expand scope and precision
Satellite Based Augmentation Systems
(SBAS) are regional systems that broadcast
additional information from geo-stationary
satellites. They also share the same
1575MHz frequency and coding formats,
simplifying receiver design. The data is
used to compensate and correct for known
signal transmission errors and significantly
improve position accuracy.
Regional systems include North America
(WAAS), Europe (EGNOS), Japan (MSAS)
and India (GAGAN). Today, these augment
the L1C/A 1575MHz signal only.
For those of us based in Europe, in
September 2015 the EGNOS system was
declared safe for use with LPV approaches
down to 200 feet AGL in much of Western
Europe, excluding north of latitude 60
degrees or south of the Mediterranean.
Existing approved RNAV equipment will
be able to take advantage of this reduced
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minimum as soon as approaches are
published.
In the longer term, dual frequency
augmentation supporting both L1 and L2
should allow the LPV200 service to be
extended into the Middle East and Africa.
There is also an intention to combine
GPS and GALILEO dual frequency
signals to achieve an enhanced service
capable of lower than 200 feet throughout
the European Union.
Additional Satellite Constellations are
coming online
Other nations have invested in their
own satellite systems. The Russian
GLONASS system benefitted from
substantial investment in recent years
which brought it back into full service.
A Russian Government mandate that all
smartphones had to support it (instead
of or in addition to GPS) pulled through
mass market/low cost receivers. There
are many GPS/GLONASS receivers
available, and both are now incorporated
by default into the most popular
smartphone models, such as Android and
iPhone.
The Chinese BeiDou-2 system, also
known as COMPASS, is that country’s
second generation system designed
for 35 satellites to provide full global
coverage. In November 2014, it was
approved by the IMO (International
Maritime Organisation) for international
navigational use with 2D fixes. At least
19 of the planned 35 satellites are now in
orbit and it should be finished by 2020.
The system has two levels of precision
for military and civilian purposes of
10cm and 10m respectively.
The European GALILEO constellation
was originally underfunded and incurred
long delays. More recently, the pace of
satellite launches has increased with 10
of the 30 required for full service now in
orbit. A timeframe of full service within
the next five years is not unrealistic.

SATELLITE NAVIGATION

Receiver design
All four systems are converging towards
the same L1C signal format in the longer
term, which will further simplify receiver
design and cost. Certified equipment is
generally GPS L1C/A only and will need
to evolve, incorporating chipsets and
software designed and matured in mass
market devices.
Portable receivers are already available
which can decode multiple systems in
parallel to obtain high precision. Most of
the latest smartphones and tablets already
incorporate both GPS and GLONASS,
typically achieving sub 5m accuracy.
Portable devices such as the Garmin
Glo and Bad Elf improve performance
to 1-2m.
Canadian EOS positioning systems
recently launched their Arrow 200, a
portable multi-GNSS Bluetooth 372
channel device which claims to achieve
30cm using all four with satellite
augmentation, and is compatible with
most mainstream navigation App/tablets.
Today’s $6,000 price tag will restrict
mass take-up but illustrates the potential.
Consequences
Over the next few years, more active
satellites will increase the number
available at any one time or place,
especially in areas with difficult
terrain. Multiple signal frequencies will
improve resilience and robustness while
also increasing accuracy. Technical
improvements will continuously increase
performance and widen the scope of
potential use cases.
Within the aviation community we can
expect to see growing reliance on GNSS
and increased use of Performance Based
Navigation. While existing equipment
will remain compatible with current
technology for many years, we can
only hope that certification procedures
will not hamper rapid adoption of these
forthcoming developments.

Answers to Quiz on page 17
1. c
2. c
3. b
4. a

Wick approach will be giving a procedural service and therefor manage the
deconfliction of approaching traffic
Whilst on a procedural service Wick Approach will expect you to follow
instructions and not deviate without their agreement
480ft is the OCA (obstacle clearance altitude) for Category 1 aircraft, DME
equipped, arriving on runway 13 using the WICK WOR/DME approach.
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Weekenders
Arnsberg and the
Möhnesee
by Anthony Bowles

T

his was a duo Dads and (grown up) sons
weekend; the dads would provide the
transport in the form of a Cessna 182
and Beech Bonanza while the sons would
choose the destination. One son brought
his girl friend along to lend a little elegance to the
outing. Sons wanted to see the Möhnesee in the
Ruhr valley in Germany, scene of the famous RAF
dambuster raids in 1943.
We foregathered for lunch one Friday towards the
end of May at the café at Elstree; retired Dads arrived
first from Carlisle and airstrip in Buckinghamshire
followed by sons and girl friend skiving off work
early and last minute preparations were made for
departure. It turned out that the Möhnesee was not
particularly near any airfield but dads’ collective
due diligence found that Arnsberg Menden (EDLA)
was as convenient as any and so it turned out to be.
EDLA was situated to the SE of Dortmund, just
outside Dortmund’s control zone. A phone call to
the airfield established that immigration control
could be done at the airfield on arrival.
Cessna would start first; it was a little slower
than Bonanza and would go VFR at lower levels.
Bonanza followed and as the forecast predicted,
the weather steadily improved so that on arrival at
Arnsberg it was CAVOK. Arnsberg was delightful; a
typical German GA field, friendly and efficient with
a hotel/restaurant adjacent to the ops office. Bonanza
crew had made its way to the restaurant and had just
ordered the post flight beers when Cessna crew
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arrived in time to drink them.
Sons tasked themselves to arrange the hotel
accommodation and chose Hotel Haus Delecke
which was on the Möhnesee, not far from the
famous dam and about a twenty minute taxi ride
from the airfield. It was an excellent choice; it
had grounds which ran down to the water, and the
weather was warm enough to breakfast outside.
Sons went swimming while fathers and girl friend
remained firmly landside.
Saturday was a day of considerable activity; first
back to the airfield and into our planes to follow in
the RAF’s steps with a couple of formation low(ish)
level runs along the Möhnesee towards the Möhne
dam; there was a hive of activity both in the air, from
gliders to the likes of us and on the water where a
number of sailing races were in progress. But going
back 70 years or so, we could better appreciate the
flying skills needed on a dark night to successfully
reach the target in the face of heavy gunfire from the
defending forces.
Having flown over the Möhne dam, we decided
we needed next to walk over it after lunch outside
at a convenient adjacent restaurant. Next day, we
hired electric power-assisted bicycles from the
hotel for a ride round part of the Möhnesee ending
up once again at the Möhne dam. Such luxury (the
power assistance that is) was a first for all of us and
was much enjoyed. A lever controlled the amount
of power supplied from “low” - effortless riding
on the straight and level, to “sporting” - good for
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climbing hills at
speed with little effort
but rather reduced range.
Apart from the attractive rolling
countryside, we visited a couple of smaller towns with origins
going back several centuries with attractive churches, cobbled
streets and tempting hostelries. With afternoon temperatures in the

WEEKENDERS

low twenties, the whole world seemed to be out and
about taking advantage of the fine weather to walk,
cycle, sail, aviate or whatever.
We used taxis for transportation and with five
of us, the cost was reasonable. If you do follow
our route and stay near the Möhnesee, then
keep the phone number of the airfield taxi
and arrange for them to collect you and take
you back to the airfield – the local Möhnesee
taxis did not know where the airfield was as we
expensively discovered, since although the airfield is called
Arnsberg Menden, geographically it is some distance from both
towns. Landing fees at EDLA were modest at around €13 with
a small extra for overnight parking and avgas is available. If you
want to hire a car to explore the countryside, then you may need to
go to a bigger airfield to find that facility; Dortmund is the nearest.
Flight time from Elstree in my bonanza was around two and a
quarter hours, so comfortable for a weekend trip. Another outing is
planned for next year.
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